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HIGHLIGHTS

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

       CareerFoundry    -   Frontend and JavaScript Tutor/Mentor @careerfoundry.com
          Feb 2019 - Current         Mentoring UX designers who enroll in the Frontend course, and tutoring aspiring developers in the full stack MERN* immersive. I have contributed / audited  
                                                          sections of the immersive regarding ReactJS. Provided invaluable feedback that has been implemented into the curriculum. MERN*: MongoDB, Express, React, Node. 
       
       Verizon Wireless    -   Frontend & UI Developer @vzw.com 
       July 2017 - Current          - I work with major stakeholders on the Verizon Wireless homepage, smartphone gridwalls, customer accounts page, and more, as part of the digital operations  
                                                               team to successfully ideate, implement A/B tests, machine learning algorithms like recommendations, using Adobe Target and AEM. I've contributed /                                                                   
                                                               developed templates and helper libraries for our digital Ops team. Languages: vanilla JavaScript, ES6, Handlebars, jQuery, Vuejs, Reactjs, Preactjs.
                                                            - With each project or campaign, the results in the test are reviewed in an analytic tool to learn more about the user behavior and more importantly where   
                                                               the users fall out in the user flow. I continuously iterate to improve the user experience and refactor code from these learnings. 
                                                            - As a developer I not only task myself to write clean, readable, and reusable code, but also push myself to be cognizant of the user experience first and foremost       
                                                               before getting into any development work.

        Contract Work     -    Front End Developer & Designer @LendIt.com
             Oct '16 - July'17          LendIt is the largest conference series dedicated to connecting the global online lending community. 
                                                           Technologies used: Ruby on Rails, Sass, jQuery, vanilla JavaScript, heroku staging, PostgresSQL database. Contributed extensive design and development on   
                                                           the awards pages, agenda track pages, networking page, support of development of interactive & responsive pages.
                         
                         '15 - Oct'16       -    Front End Developer @Imminentdigital.com
                                                          Contributed to the successful development & launch of their marketing website, with new 5 web pages. Page speed load increased by 30%, applied optimization         
                                                          techniques for images, minification of CSS & JS, and code refactoring. Technologies used: Bootstrap CSS & JavaScript library, jQuery, vanilla JavaScript, backend  
                                                          Node.js, scrollmagic.js & gsap.js library.
               
              U.S. EPA      -   Lead Mechanical Engineer, FAMB, OPM, Facilities Management
                   2009- 2011          Designed a water collecting plumbing system for the EPA gov't facility that has saved ~$3,000 to $4,000 in water bills annually. Collaborated with on-site             
                                                           HVAC technicians and a Sr. Mech Eng to ensure scalability, maintainability & resolved any violation before construction phase. All projects were submitted to 
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nodb chat app [MVP - code repo is private ]
No database chat ("nodb chat") is built with React-native, Expo.io for development and production, Google's firebase / firebase for the nosql database and authentication. The inspiration 
came from an called "wickr" where the whole concept was to not save any of your "data" (i.e. messages) by allowing the user to delete or set a timer to scrub their data. 

Speechy
Speechy is an audio transcriber utilizing the power of Google's Speech API. It allows a user to transcribe speech to text and convert audio files into text with a 60min limit on audio files. 
Technologies used: ReactJS, React NPMs, Vanilla JS, React-bootstrap, Material UI icons, and etc. Backend: Nodejs, Express, Socket.io, Google Cloud Functions, Google's Firebase & 
Firestore as Realtime Database & Storage. 

bboy.space
I started development on this platform that started as a reddit-clone, and eventually turned it into the passion project that I am invisioning it to be. Imagine a linkedIn for dancers. The 
current tech stack: Reactjs, bootstrapped with create-react-app, react-redux, redux-form, react-router-v4, Google's firebase db. Styling, reactstrap, and custom sass, currently hosted on 
firebase, repo on github. This app currently under development, commits are made daily. This is a CRUD app, HOCs are used for loading, authentication, the user object, and to access 
react-router.

sw-blog.xyz
I started development on a blog app after being inspired by medium's blogging platform.  The current tech stack: Vue2 js, Google's firebase for realtime data, Webpack for the dev & build, 
using Tachyon's functional CSS library for the styling, Bitbucket for repo storage, Netlify for hosting / continuous git 
deployment, and Cloud9 IDE for access anywhere on the cloud.

iamwill.us
I created my current portfolio with GatsbyJS a free open source framework built around ReactJS technology . In this portfolio I demonstrate the technology stack of React, GraphQL, and 
Markdown. It is currently deployed using Zeit Now serverless deployment, and version controlled using github.

        New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) - Bachelors of Science - Newark, New Jersey '08 - Mechanical Engineering.
          Udacity - Frontend Web Development - New York, NY - Nanodegree, Co-created by: AT&T, Google, Hack Reactor & Github
          CareerFoundry - Full-Stack Web Development - New York, NY - Full Stack Developer certificate.
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